
Good morning to the excellencies honourable dignitaries , respected teachers ,sweet juniors
and most important of all our today’s special guests- 12th standard :the 24k pure pandemic
batch . It’s a pleasure for me to speak here at this memorable farewell ceremony on behalf of
my batchmates.
It is the last time I'll be addressing this school in fact this is the first and last time we all will be
gathered here (Ironic isn’t it?) … I'm sure we all must have countless fond memories with
lifetime friends  which shall remain with us always and forever. This prodigious school will
always be an integral part and parcel of our lives.
We all including our teachers suffered a lot during the past 2 years .They took education to the
next level , I mean who even thought there existed something like ‘Online School’ 
#teacherscomestotherescue. You were our ray of hope, our symbol of strength and most
importantly our lockdown mentors. On behalf of all my batch mates I thank the teachers for
their immense hard work and their unwavering support ..You occupy a very high status in the
life of every students. We love you 3000 ,Ganeshiya mam , we know how hard it was for you
especially. Therefore I would like to ask all my school mates to join me in giving all the teachers
and school management around of applause for their  remarkable hard work.
And how can I not mention my lively classmates?! Congratulations! we have done it all the hard
work has finally paid off and we all have finally reached the culmination of our high school
journey. If I were to think of one word to describe this journey it would be unprecedented . 
Unprecedented is defined as never done or known before and I'm sure all of you have heard
this word countless times over the last year, being normalized into a word that correlates
directly with COVID-19 .
But here my connection is to connect this word with all of you ,you are unprecedented ,you
are a high school class that has done something never known before .#historymade
You see all of us had a rollercoaster ride from month-long quarantines to online zoom classes
,masked classes to  #countless pending assignments. Coming to the school for the first time,
giving offline exams after two years #another appocylpse after covid, getting a hands on
experience in the lab #totallyclueless ,finally getting to spend lunch time with friends and
whatnot. 
Learning from this experience I'm sure all of us will remember the families of friends we
created amongst ourselves that looked out for each other at every step of the way. If there is
one sentiment I want you to take away from this speech it's this: ‘You are all capable of taking
on any obstacle that may lie in your life in any country in the world at any time of the year, you
have all faced a challenging high school experience that has never happened before and you
overcame it made it worthwhile. To quote captain America ; we could do this all day!
I hope we walk into our new college courageous with our heads raised high cuz we are the
students of DPS ,Sonepat and will always be. #proud to be Dipsites and pandemic batch. Dear
friends and teachers I would just like to say :this a day of celebration.Let us make this farewell
the best farewell in the history of our school. Some tears will be shed some smiles will be
shared ,as we bid farewell to one another .You will always relish this moment for the rest of
your lives .Now let's celebrate the day because it's not going to come again.
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